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梁志剛 Michael Leung

L

ast month at a street recycling station in Yuen Long,
a woman called Emily unexpectedly turned up at the
weighing counter — where Sybil and friends add up the
numerous recyclable materials that the neighbours bring
every Saturday between 4 to 6pm.1 They have been running
this pop-up recycling station for around four years, and
were happy to hear that there are now over 10 similar
stations across Hong Kong, and recently in Macau!2
After meeting Emily, one week later Sybil was aboard a
22-metre long Sea Dragon sailing boat with a 14-woman
crew, on an expedition to the “Great Pacific Garbage Patch,”
a floating island in the Pacific Ocean that is three times the
size of France.3 Sybil went to Paris around 12 years ago and
cycled to the southern eastern and northern outskirts of
the city to visit three different flea markets. Those distances
were already huge. She couldn’t imagine what this plastic
island would look like.
One morning everyone woke up to scraping sounds along
the boat’s hull. They all ran up the deck to see hundreds
of multicoloured plastic islands surrounding the boat.
Everybody looked closely at the packaging graphics and
saw brands from all corners of the world — Volvic, Yakult,
Nongfu Spring, San Pellegrino and more. Sybil recognised
the over-designed green Watsons water bottle cap, designed
by Freeman Lau in 2009.4 Everyone was shocked by the

number of water bottles sparkling in the afternoon sun.
How ironic that people pollute the element that gives us
life, with its commodified form! At Standing Rock, water
protectors were shouting ‘Mni Wiconi!’ (Water is Life!).5
That morning, the whole crew were speechless.
With lax government recycling programmes, fast
fashion fibres, plastics and microplastics are already in
people’s bodies through contaminated fish. Sybil learnt
from Donna Haraway to never have children, but instead
make kin. “... But when most people in Hong Kong are
too busy surviving and paying somebody else’s mortgage,
making kin can be a challenge.”6 Their conversation was
interrupted when they arrived, on the shores of the Great
Pacific Garbage Patch.
One by one they hopped onto the island, which felt as
dense as those hills Sybil once walked on in 2016.7 They
spent the whole afternoon collecting plastic samples. Thato
picked up plastic carrier bags for next week’s bag-making
workshop.8 Sybil picked up 777 green Watson water bottle
caps. She wasn’t sure what she would do with them, but
they show that something has to change in Hong Kong.
As the crew turned off the solar-powered lamps in their
collective bedroom, Sybil suddenly remembered that the
first group of social design students at The PolyU School of
Design will be finishing their two-year course this summer.
She fell into a deep sleep, and in her dream Sybil recalled

walking around their graduation show. When she woke up
she immediately wrote down every object and project that
she remembered, and then shared the detailed list with her
friends in the community recycling chat group.
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